
UNDERSTANDING AND USING 
I 

THEVENIN'S THEOREM 
by Nelson Hibbs, Instructor 

Tektronix Product Manufacturing Training Department 

Thevenin' s theorem offers to the technician a most useful tool for analyz
ing and understanding electronic circuits. It is, however, a theorem most diffi
cult to present in a statement enabling the reader to easily understand and apply 
its principles. 

In this article, the author describes, in a step-by-step explanation, how to 
apply these principles when tr31ing to analyze and understand how a circuit 
operates. 



Thevenin's theorem is one of the most 
useful extensions of Ohm's law ever de
vised. It is, however, a theorem most diffi
cult to present in a statement that enables 
the reader to readily understand and easily 
apply its principles. For this reason perhaps, 
some college courses in electrical engineer
ing do not delve into the theorem in any 
depth until in the senior year. 

Once the electronics student or technician 
does understand Thevenin's theorem, he will 
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INTRODUCTION 

find it a most useful tool for analyzing 
and understanding electronic circuits. The 
theorem is a general transformation which 
reduces any combination of active and pas
sive circuit elements to a simple equivalent 
circuit consisting of a voltage source in 
series with an equivalent passive element. 
It is a general theorem applicable to all 
combinations of passive circuit elements. 

'vVith Thevenin's theorem, one can re
place any portion of a circuit with a voltage 
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Figure 1. A simple circuit consisting of ideal voltage sources (no internal impedance) and resistors. 

In this writer's opm10n, one of the more 
understandable presentations of Thevenin's 
theorem is put forth by Phillip Cutler in 
his book "Electronic Circuit Analysis, Vol
ume 1, Passive Networks".* On the bot
tom of page 18 Cutler writes, "1-5 Thcven
in's Theorem. Thcvcnin's theorem stales 
that any linear network of impedances ancl 
generators, if \'icwed from any two points 
in the network, can be replaced hy an equiv
alent voltage source V.,,. and by an equiva
lent impedance z,., in series". 

\Ve will take a look at the mechanics by 
which this is achieved in a moment; but 
before we do, Jct us sec what this presenta
tion actually says. 

*Copyright 1960 © McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, Toronto, London 
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Apparently the first thing we neccl is a 
linear net work of impedances an cl generators. 
To keep it simple, \\"C will use resistors for 
the impedances and good solid voltage sup
plies for the generators. Our circuit might 
then look like the circuit in Figure 1. 

Cutler's statement of Thevcnin's theorem 
next says we must view this circuit from 
two points in the network; let us select for 
these two points, the ground and common 
lead at point A. Next it tells us that 
Thevenin pointed out we can make a sub
stitution for the complex network made 
up of a single voltage source (which he 
called V,,,.) and a single series resistance 
(which he called Zu,). 

Let us clciinc Vo,. and z,,,. Since ground 
is one point of reference ancl the common 
lead the other, Vo,· becomes the voltage dii-

source and an impedance in series, provided 
the portion replaced has only one pair of 
terminals. The voltage source 111 the 
Thevenin's equivalent circuit will have a 
value equal to the open circuit voltage ap
pearing at the pair of terminals, and the 
series impedance will be the impedance 
that would be seen looking into the pair 
of terminals with all energy sources turned 
off and shorted. 

fcrencc bet ween these two points. Thus 111 

the circuit in Figure 1, 

v, v, 
I----

R, + R, 

Voe v, + I (R,) 

(V, - V,) R, 
v,+ 

R, + R, 

88 x 1 k 
Voe 12 V + or 20 V. 

10k+Ik 

1f we assume we are using ideal batteries 
for our "good solid voltage supplies" we will, 
of course, have zero impedance within the 
voltage sources. Looking hack then into the 
circuit from our selected reference points, 
through the resistors to the zero impedance 
point, we will see an impedance made up of 
the parallel resistance of the two divider 
resistors and this impedance becomes z,,,. 
Thus in the circuit in Figure 1, 

lOkxlk 
Z," = or .91 k ohms. 

10k+lk 

According to Thcvenin's theorem, these 
two units, V,", and z,.,, will be seen in series 
when used as a substitute for our simple cir
cuit, see Figure 2. 

Voc=2ov 

20 l 
Figure 2. Th'evenin's equivalent of the circuit in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. Transistor with o split collector load. 
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Figure 5. Load line drawn on the collector curves for the transistor in Figure 3 showing where the 
transistor is aperating in that circuit. 
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Figure 6. lllustratian al a circuit a bit more complex than the one shown in Figure 1. 

Vo c OR V cc = 2 0 V 

83 0 OHMS 

ZTH 

Figure 4. Th<:.venin's equivalent of the circuit in 
Figure 3. 

Now let us put this idea into the practical 
framework of a real circuit. 

Figure 3 shows a transistor with a split 
collector load. Let us assume we have the 
collector curves for this transistor and we 
would like to draw in the load line to obtain 
an idea of where the transistor is operating 
and how we can expect it to perform in this 
circuit. \Ve now need to know what the 
effective Vee is and how much resistance 
is in the actual effective RL. Applying 
Thevenin's theorem, V,.c turns out to be the 
V,,, and RL becomes the Zu, of the theorem, 
thus the Thevenin substitute for the circuit 
in Figure 3 would be the circuit shown in 
Figure 4. \Ve can now draw in the load line 
for the transistor as shown in Figure 5. 

Naturally, the more complex linear net
works will require a bit more figuring and 
will establish the reason for labeling Thev
enin's voltage as V,,,., or open circuit voltage, 
rather than calling it the unloaded divider 
voltage or something else. However, as you 
have just seen, the figuring will involve only 
some very basic mathematics with which the 
electronic technician is (or should be) very 
familiar. There are other methods of ana
lyzing complex linear circuits; but, they 
involve simultaneous equations which are 
time consuming; and, beyond the scope of 
this article. 

As an example of a more complex cir
cuit,' let us consider the circuit in Figure 6. 
The procedure, when using Thevenin's 
theorem and analyzing a complex circuit, 
is to progressively apply the theorem to por
tions of the circuit until all clements of the 
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Figure 7. Thevenin's equivalent for that portion of the circuit in Figure 6 up to point "A". 

ZTH1=6K 

Figure 8. The circuit in Figure 6 redrawn with portion "A" replaced with the Thevenin equivalent. 

Figure 9. Thevenin's equivalent for the entire circuit in Figure 6. 
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circuit have been considered. If in Figure 
6 then, we break the circuit at point "A", 
we can solve for Voe and z, .. up to this 
point. In the interests of clarity, let us 
call the open-circuit voltage and impedance 
up to this point Voe and z, .. , and the open 

I 1 

circuit voltage and the impedance of the 
entire circuit Voe and z, ... 

Thus: 

Voe 
1 

v,+ (V, - V,) R, 

R, + R, 

-SOV + [100 V - (-50 V)J 15 k 

IS k + 10 k 

Zt11 

-50V + 150 v x 15 k 

-SO+ 90V 

40V 

R, x R, 

R, + R, 

15 k x 10 k 

15k+lOk 

150 k 

25 k 

6k 

25 k 

The Thevenin equivalent then, for that 
portion of the circuit in Figure 6 up to point 
"A", is the one shown in Figure 7. 

\Ve can now redraw the circuit in Figure 
6, replacing that portion of the circuit up to 
point "A" with its Thevenin equivalent. This 
gives us the circuit shown in Figure 8. \Ve 
can now apply Thcvenin's theorem to this 
circuit and obtain our original objective; ie, 
a complete analysis of the circuit in Figure 6. 

Thus: 
t, '7K. 

V., .. x-.tt'rk 

z, .. + 4.7 k 
1 

40Vx4.7k 

6k +4.7k 

17.5 v 

Z,h x R:i 
1 

Z,h + R, 
1 

6kx4.7k 

6k + 4.7k 

2.63 K 

The open circuit voltage (Vo,.) and the 
impedance (Z,h) then for the circuit in 
Figure 6 is 17.5 V and 2.6 k, respectively, 
and the Thevenin equivalent circuit is the 
one shown in Figure 9. 



From the foregoing, it should be apparent 
that in analyzing complicated circuits we 
open the circuit so that we consider only two 
supplies and their resistances at a time. Look 
at the circuit in Figure 10. Here we would 
open the circuit at point "A", take V, and 
R, and V, and R, and simplify them into 
one voltage supply and its series resistance. 
To this we would acid the next supply and 
its series resistance, apply the procedure of 
Thevenin and find this new equivalent, and 
so on, until we had simplified the entire 
circuit. 

It is not difficult lo use Thevenin's 
theorem once you understand it. \Ve hope 
that in this article we have given you a 
better understanding of the theorem and a 
new tool for circuit analysis. 

'If the principal spot velocity component is 

vertical. This chart was computed for 10-90 % 
risetime displayed at about 55° angle from the 

horizontal and for sinewaves having a peak to 

peak amplitude about 3X the width of one 

cycle, to minimize the effect of the spot velocity 

vector introduced by the time-base. 

HOW TO USE THE CHART 

Use any two factors to find the third. 
I:.ramp/c 1: Determine what oscilloscope/ 

camera system is required to photograph, on 

UAU u B 11 

119i1 

Figure 10. When using Thevenin's theorem to analyze a complicated circuit, open the circuit so that 
only two supplies and their associated resistors are considered at a time. 

WRITING SIPE/EID UN PRACTICAi/. TERMS 

a single-shot basis, a display of 100 MHz 
sincwaycs on 6 cm high. 

Reading up from 100 MHz and across 
irom 6 cm, we find the intersection to be 
somewhat beyond 1000 cm/ µs diagonal. Ii 
the fastest recording system ;\\"ailable has a 
single-shot writing speccl of 300 cm/ µs, it 
becomes c\·idcnt from the chart that the 
maximum amplitude of 100 MHz sinewayes 
that can he fully recorded is about 1 cm. 
Larger amplitudes may record al the peaks, 
hut not al the "zero" crossing. 

L.ra111p/c 2: A storage oscilloscope h;ffing 

a single-shot wntmg speed of 1 cm/µs is to 
he used to display a single 

0 

lr~msicnt having 
a riselime of 200 ns. \ Vhat is the maximum 
amplitude that will allow the entire leading 
edge lo be stored 0 

Reading clown from 0.2 µs (note that 0.2 
µs would be lo the left of 0.1 µs) lo intersect 
with the 1 cm/s line, we find that about 
2 mm is the maximum 100% amplitude that 
will assure storage of the 10-90 % risetirne 
with a single sweep. However, ii gaps in 
the trace arc allowable, a larger arnplituclc 
may be attcmplccl. 
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TYPE W HIGH-GAIN DIFFEREN
TIAL COMPARATOR UNIT-CALI
BRA TION INFORMATION 

Some confusion exists concerning Step 6 
of the calibration procedure, Adjust DC 
Level R280, on page 5-3 in the Type v\I 
Unit's Instruction Manual. In step "a," you 
are instructed to connect a VOM between 
the emitter and connector leads of Ql84. 
The problem is that the manual fails to 
point out that there is a test point installed 
in the ceramic strip nearest the amphenol 
connector in the Type v\I Unit and this test 
point is at the emitter lead of Ql84. Some 
in attempting to perform this step arc mis
takenly connecting to the top of R281. Try
ing to adjust for 6 volts differential between 
this point and the collector of Ql84 will lead 
to frustration. The reading will never be 
less than approximately 9 volts. The re
quired reading must be made directly be
tween the emitter and collector leads of 
Ql84. Figure 1 shows a view through the 
rear panel of the Type vV Unit. The points 
to which the VOM must be connected when 
adjusting the DC level of R280 arc clearly 
identified. 

Figure 1. Arrows indicote the points to which 
the VOM must be connected when adjusting 
the DC level of R2 80. 

VVe also call your attention to a correc
tion to Step 22, Check Input A lOOOX At
tenuator, on page 5-8 of the calibration 
procedure of the Type vV Unit. Change the 
information in your manual to agree with 
the following : 
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22. Check Input A lOOOX Attenuator 

o. Se! the W Unit controls as follows: 

COMPARISON VOLTAGE 0.011 '~ (0•1• 10) 
INPUT ATTEN 1000 

b, Check !hot the trace is centered, 

, c. Set !he Ve RANGE switch to..,...++.- + 1.1. 
_ 1 _ d. Cht'k lhat)~~-~~~~e ~~ · f g 1 • I 

e. Set the Ve RANGE switch Jo~ 

TYPE 422 OSCILLOSCOPE WITH 
BATTERY PACK - BATTERY PACK 
VOLTAGE CHECK 

Figure 2. Type 422 Oscilloscope 3-ampere fuse 
holder with the thin-shell back pierced 
to allow insertion of a VTVM lead. 

Herc is a simple method for checking-, 
under normal load conditions, the charge re
maining in the battery pack of a Type 422 
Oscilloscope. 

First mocliiy the 3-ampcre iusc holder by 
piercing a hole thru the thin-shell back (sec 
Figure 2). The thin-shell is composed of a 
plastic material and quite easily pierced with 
a metal scribe. To check the battery \'Oltagc, 
turn the POWER MODE switch to the 
INT BATT. position, turn the front panel 
PO\VER switch to ON, ancl insert one lead 
of a VTVM in the hole pierced in the 3-
ampere fuse holder and connect the other 
lead to ground. 

This method allows an accurate check oi 
hattcry-pack voltage without removing the 
pack or power supply from the inst rumen!. 

TYPE 527 AND TYPE RM527 WA VE
FORM MONITORS - CSE WITH A 
GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE TV83 
DEMOUCLATOR 

The following information concerns Type 
527 and Type R::VI527 Television \\"aveform 
.Monilors localed in television transmitter 
installations, and then, only when they are 
used in conjunction with a Genera! Electric 
Type TV83 Demodulator to monitor percent 
of modulation. 

The flag pulse produced by the TV83 
Demodulator will charge the coupling capaci
tor ( C29) in the Type 527 and Type RM527 
to a greater-than-normal value. This over
charge will exist for ahout 2 ms. \\'hile it 
exist:;, \he over-charge will deactivate the 
Trigger and DC Restorer circuits in the 
Type 527 and Type R:vI527. During this 
period, the black le\·cl of \he waveform 
under observation will be displaced about 30 

l RE units above or helow its normal level. 
The solution to the problem is: 

1. fn the Sweep Trigger cirrnit of the Type 
527 or Type R?v!527, remoye the cathode 
lead of D32 (a 6061 diode) from ground. 

2. Connect the cathode lead of a second 6061 
diode (Tektronix part number 152-0061-
00) to the cathode lead of D32. 

3. Connect the cathode lcacl o[ the new diode 
to grmmcl. 

4. [ nstall a 560 k 0 \V, resistor (Tektronix 
part number 315-0564-00) between the 
junction oi'the two diodes and the -140 
V supply. 

(Figure 4 is a partial schematic showing the 
above four steps.) 

Figure 3. 

5. In the DC Restorer portion of the V crti
cal Amplifier circuit, change the capacitor, 
C582, from a 100 pF to a 0.0033 µF capaci
tor (Tektronix part number 283-0051-00). 
If the instrument you arc concerned with 

is a Type 527 with a serial number below 
745, or a Type RM527 with a serial number 
11elow 1190, we suggest you consult your 
Tektronix Field Engineer before attempting 
the above improvements. 

BENT BNC CONNECTORS 

Occasionally a female BNC connector 
will encounter an impact and become bent 
so it is no longer round. Often you can 
avoid the tedious ancl time-consuming job 
of replacing this damaged connector. If 
the connector is not too badly bent, the 
dri,·er encl of an Excellite #6, 3/16" nut 
driver makes an excellent tool for straight
ening it. The driver has just the right out
side dimension to allow its insertion in the 
connector. After insertion, a little judicious 
\\·obbling will generally return the connector 
to a usable condition. 



Service Scope Number 39, August 1966 
detailed some of the Tektronix Technical 
publications th<>t are cnrrently available. \\'e 
arc listing more of these items below and 
also some information reg<irding Technical 
Data which is obsolete and not now avail
able. 

TEST SET-UP CHARTS 

These charts arc reproductions of the 
front panels of Tektronix Oscilloscopes 
(combined with plug-in units where appli
cable). They enable an operator to set up 
the front panel controls for a particular dis
play or series of displays. Charts are avail
able in pads of 100 for the following in
strument/plug-in arrangements. 

INSTRUMENT 

422 

PART NUMBER 

453 
502 
SOZA 
503 
531 
532 
541 
545A/CA 
545A/R 
545A/Z 
547 /lAl 
561A/2A60/2B67 
561A/3S76/3T77 A 
567 /3S76/3T77 /6Rl 
567 /3S76/3T77 A/6R1A 
567 /3A2/3B2/6RlA 
570 
575 
575/MOD 122C 
262 Program Card 
262 Aux. Program Carel 

070-0513-00 
070-0529-00 
070-0482-00 
070-0488-00 
070-0483-00 
070-0492-00 
070-0493-00 
070-0494-00 
070-0481-00 
070-0485-00 
070-0486-00 
070-0479-00 
070-0540-00 
070-0548-00 
070-0487-00 
070-0547-00 
070-0541-00 
070-0484-00 
070-0480-00 
070-0489-00 
070-0490-00 
070-0491-00 

TECHNICAL ARTICLE Rl~PRINTS 

Service Scope Number 35, December, 
1965 carried a list of reprints that were 
availalile at that time. Stocks of the fol
lo\\'ing arc now exhausted: 

P11Jse Reflections Pin JJo·wn Discontinu
ities 

How to Get More Out of Your Spcctrn1J1 
AnalyDer 

111easuring the Cost of Progralllllled In
struction 

How to 111easure High Current Reco·vcry 
Lines in Signal Diodes 

The following reprints are available in 
addi lion to those shown in Service Scope 
Number 35. 

Current 111 easurements at ]1/anosecond 
Speeds by 1forlan R. Kaufman. EDN 
(Electronic Design News). October 1965. 
Uses and applications of Tektronix High 
Frequency Probes and current transform
ers. 

A.DIJITIONA.L INFORMATION 

ON 
1/EKTRONIX TECHNICAi. PUBUCATIONS 

Advances in Storage Scopes by Donald C. 
Calnon. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, 
February 1966. A description of recent 
advances in Tektronix Bistable storage 
CRT's and oscilloscopes. 

Interpreting Spectrum AnalyDer Displa;•s 
by Morris Engelson, MICROWAVES, 
January 1966. A review of typical displays 
illustrating the versatility of Spectrum 
Analyzers in microwave measurement. 

Monitoring of T7 ertical Interfield Test 
Signals by Charles Rhodes, JO URN AL 
OF THE S.M.P.T.E. (Society of Motion 
l'ictnrc and Tclc\'ision Engineers) Fcl1ru
ary 1966. Methods of interpreting and 
displaying, with the aid of. Tektronix TV 
\ \'aveform Monitor, VIT signals which 
permit continuous quality control of TV 
signals. 

Solid State Oscilloscope Cirwitry by Tek
tronix Engineering Staff, ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS, February 1964 describes the 
development of the Type 647 oscilloscope 
circuitry, 

TFhere to Use Storage Scopes by Geoffrey 
Gass, ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 
November 1965. Six ap1.1Iications for the 
storage scopes showing the display conven
ience available with storage facilities. 

OBSOLETE PUBLICATIONS 

The following is a list of current publica
tions that should be ordered instead of the 
obsolete publications shown in the left-hand 
column. These obsolete publications may be 
available in limited quantities but, in most 
cases, ha vc not been up-da tee! since 1960 or 
so. Those marked * arc out of stock com
pletely. 

REPLACED BY CURRENT 
PUBLICATION OBSOLETE PUBLICATION (Order Part No.) 

Fundamental Electronic Concepts for oscillo- 070-0 J 90-00 A primer of Waveforms and 
their Oscilloscope Displays scope use and maintenance ( 1956) * 

'Junction Function' ( 1960) * 

Calibrating the 1 81 Time-mark Generator 
(FIP-2) 1960 

Adjusting the Deloy line and VA in the 
5411545 (FlP 4) 1958 

31 0 Condensed Operating I nformotion 
(FIP-6) or 
31 OA Condensed Operating Information 
(FIP-6A) or 
31 OA Recalibration and Trouble shooting 
(FIP-9) 

Calibrating the Type 105 square wove gen
erator. (FIP-7) or 
Operating Information on the Type 105 
(FIP 11581) 

Type 517 re-calibration procedures 
(FIP- 1282) 

Noles on the Practical Photography of 
Oscilloscope Displays {FIP-3) • 

Interpreting Oscilloscope Displays of Mag
netic Ink Testers* {FIP 10) 

Frequency Comparisons using roulette pat
terns. (061-0147-00, A2024) 

These reprints and publications are offered 
on a first come first served basis. \Vhcn 
quantitcs arc exhausted they will not be 
reordered. 

For price and <lvailability details concern
ing all the above described publications and 
any other Technical Publication originated 
by Tektronix please contact the Tektronix 
Field Office, Distributor or Reprcsenlati\'e 
in your area or write to 

070-0292-00 

070-0203-00 
070-0198-00 

070-0244-00 

070-0371-00 

070-0229-00 

070-0383-01 
070-0527 -00 

070-0283-00 

Service 
Scope No. 26 
June 1964 

Programmed Instructions, Vol
umes 1-7. Basic Semi-conduc
tors. 

Type J 81 Instruction Manual 

Type 541 Instruction Manual 
Type 545 Instruction Manual 

310/310A Instruction Manual 

Type 105 Instruction Manual 

517/517A Instruction Manual 

Cl 2 and C27 Camero Manual 
and C30 Camero Manual 

Magnetic Ink Character Recog
nition 

(Up-doted in Service Scope 
article) 

International Marketing 
Tektronix, Inc. 

or 

P.O. Box 500 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 
U.S.A. 

Tektronix Limited 
P.O. Box 36 
St. Peter Port 
Guernsey, Channel Islands 
British Isles 
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